Research Dashboard Data Group Meeting Minutes

9/20/10

Attendees: Rana Glasgal, Angel Mayorga, Kathleen Thomson, Samir Pandey, Barbara Cole

Absent: Sharon Bergman, Dianne Archer, Lee Merrick, Bettye Price, Michiko Payne

RG- Remember 3 hit rate concepts from last meeting

1. Hit rate %
2. Hit rate $
3. Time to award

Angel- Proposal submission over a time period, for example, FY08. As of today, what is the outcome? Has it been awarded or not?

What about when we (Stanford) are the sub-contractor? These are competitive, but we should exclude them. Also, exclude clinical trials.

Proposals are the denominator- have some exclusions. The “cohort” of proposals excludes

- When the proposal date=the award date
- Sub-contracts (Stanford is the sub-contractee)
- Same proposal exclusions as defined on proposals tab

What level of granularity? For Phase 2 (have to put this off)

- Use prefix and root to get to which “institute” of the NIH (do this for all of our subject areas-proposals, award and hit rate)

Samir has been working on a fresh, clean dashboard in a new development environment (start from scratch)

- Do data validation next, one tab at a time
- First week of October for proposals tabs validation and then testing

What’s in the parking lot? Have Nancy (new Business Analyst) make a list of Phase 2 things

For hit rate, awards-numerator is yes/no

Dollars are the initial proposal amount (original) compared to original award

“Park” concept #3- time to award-not needed for now

Next Focus Group meeting is October 5th

Next meeting of this group is Sept 27th but should be cancelled, we need meetings in October. To be scheduled.